Costume design - The Cardinal

Object: Costume design
Place of origin: Great Britain (designed)
Date: 1995 (published)
Artist/Maker: Ormerod, Nick (Artist)
Cheek by Jowl (producers)
Materials and Techniques: Design, pencil on paper
Credit Line: Cheek by Jowl Archive, given by Cheek by Jowl
Museum number: S.4476-2013
Gallery location: In Storage

Public access description

Descriptive line
Costume design by Nick Ormerod for The Cardinal in Cheek by Jowl's The Duchess of Malfi, 1995

Physical description
Costume design by Nick Ormerod for The Cardinal in Cheek by Jowl's The Duchess of Malfi, 1995

Dimensions
Width: 21 cm, Height: 29.7 cm

Museum number
S.4476-2013

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1276508/the-cardinal-costume-design-ormerod-nick/